Tired of Storage Complexity?
Bring AI into the Storage Mix.
Legacy storage is costly and complex, but all that is changing as artificial intelligence (AI) now drives storage
with insight and automation that reduces management and improves ROI.

What’s the Storage Problem?
As much as 54% of storage issues are hidden within the
infrastructure stack.
• 28% are configuration issues1
• 11% are interoperability issues1
• 8% are non-storage performance issues1
• 7% are host, compute, and VM issues1

3 Ways AI Eases Storage Complexity:

ANALYTICS:

AUTOMATION:

OPTIMIZATION:

Predicts and prevents problems

Removes manual troubleshooting

Eliminates overprovisioning

HPE InfoSight integrated within HPE Nimble powered by
Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processors transforms storage ROI.
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HPE Nimble + HPE InfoSight = Predictive, Cloud-ready, Timeless Storage
NVMe- and SCM-ready design is ready for anything, and performance is best in class.
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Bring AI into Your Storage Mix with ePlus
At ePlus, a Hewett Packard Enterprise Platinum Partner, we engineer transformative
technology solutions for the most visionary companies in the world. With expertise built
upon the hard-won experience of our master architects, engineers, and consultants, we
see our clients’ horizons and craft sustainable IT roadmaps to get them there. Then we
make it happen.

Let’s Get Started!
Email: hpenimble@eplus.com

Call: 888-482-1122
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